Maths
We will be working on place
value this term, and reinforcing
addition and subtraction skills.
This will involve practical
activities and problem solving to
deepen understanding. We will
also be measuring weight, length
and height.

English
We will continue to learn and revise using
the RWI syllabus. Children are still in
groups appropriate to the current levels
of achievement working between Sets 23 on the scheme. We will be writing more
detailed sentences to retell a story of the
Blue Penguin. We will be focussing on
using the ‘ing’ suffix at the end of some
words.

Science
We will observe changes across the 4
seasons and describe weather associated
with the seasons and how day length
varies

History
The children will find out about
famous explorers what they achieved.
We will concentrate on explorers that
reached Antarctica.

Computing

Religious Education
This term the Christian Value we
will focus on is ‘Courage’. We
will think about what this means
and how we can show it in
everyday life. In RE we will learn
about Islam with Mrs Pockett.

Year 1

The children will work on the Purple
Mash website, using their own passwords
to log in.

PSHE

This term we focus on ‘Dreams and Goals’, discussing how to
recognise our own achievements, and sharing our goals and
aspirations.

Music
We will be singing lots
of new songs as we
embrace our visit from
the IsingPop team. The
children will perform
these songs in front of
an audience at church.

Art & Design

PE

We will investigate techniques to make textured
effects and use different materials to produce
our own versions of artists work.

The children will be using their bodies
to travel in different ways and freeze
in poses that take up large amounts of
space or small amounts of space. They
will learn to do this with fluidity to
produce a travelling and posing dance.

